AUTO CITY SPEEDWAY 2018
AC PUSH CAR RACE RULES
Promoter/Owner‐Joe DeWitte‐248‐505‐7001

All racing participants at Auto City Speedway will be required to use raceceivers. They will be
available at the track for purchase or rental.
NOTE FOR PUSH CARS: These rules are designed to allow cars from the Chain-Gang class to
race competitively with the Push cars. A car that is 100 percent legal for the Chain Gang class is
also legal for the Push Car class. All other cars must follow the rules outlined here.
This is a show for the fans, but for our drivers, this is still a competitive race and safety is a top
priority. If in the event the flagman determines any competitor caused an accident or by any
action caused another competitor to lose positions by means of unsafe and deliberate driving will
result in disqualification. That competitor will lose all money and points for that night.
1. Minimum of two vehicles required. No 4 wheel drive or 3/4 ton pickup trucks or vans. Front car must
have fully disabled engine. Engine in front vehicle must remain in car.
2. Both vehicles must be similar in size and weight, in other words, a large car cannot push a small
car. This will be strictly enforced. Cars will be weighed if necessary.
3. Battery and gas tanks must be removed from vehicle being pushed.
4. Doors must be strapped, bolted, chained or welded shut.
5. Windshield may remain intact. Side glass, rear window, headlights, taillights, moldings, grill, etc. must
be removed.
6. Antifreeze: Not allowed period! Please have drained BEFORE you come to the track. – Any car
caught during tech will have to drain your complete cooling system in an approved container & will be
put to the rear of start line-up. If you are caught draining or dumping antifreeze on Speedway Property,
you will not run & be disqualified for that event.
7. All fluids must be removed from vehicle being pushed.
8. Shoulder and lap belt required in both vehicles. Racing Helmet must meet minimum DOT
standards; a Snell approved helmet is required. An approved fire suit, both tops & bottoms are highly
recommended. A racing neck brace will be required. Gloves and full cover shoes will be
required, Arms & legs must be fully covered.
9. Track officials have final word on vehicle race worthiness.
10. Driver's door protection required and is mandatory. Unsafe cars will not be eligible to race.
Recommended: A steel plate at least 1/4" thick that overlaps each end of the driver's door by at least
6 inches and is at least 14" inches high, and is secured with at least (4) 1/2 inch bolts. A spreader bar
(large bar, I-beam, pipe just behind seat connecting one side of car to other at bumper height
approximately 12" inches off the floor with at least an 8"x 8" plate attached to the bar connected to
both sides of the car). Without a cage, Roll bar or spreader bar, cars are not eligible to run. Other
means that meet or exceed the above options and are deemed safe by Auto City Speedway Techs are
allowed...

11. Additional rules may be added if needed.

Purse: Announced prior to event day. There may be cases where prize money is based on the number
of cars competing in a particular event.
You must be pre-registered in order to compete. No registration fee. Must sign pit waiver and pay pit pass
fee of $30. Number of entrants is limited. First come – first served. Feature starting position is
determined by random draw.

